
1.3 Plates Move Apart p 22-28 
 

1. Tectonic plates have different boundaries 
a. A plate boundary is where 2 plates meet. There are 3 types of boundaries. 

i. Divergent = plates move apart ← → most divergent boundaries are in 
the ocean 

ii. Convergent = plates move/push together → ←  
iii. Transform = plates scrape past each other  

 
2. The sea floor spreads apart at divergent boundaries 

a. Divergent boundaries = spreading centers/Mid Ocean Ridges (MORs). As 
the ridge widens, a rift valley forms 

b. MORs are the longest chain of mtns on Earth. Most MORs have a rift valley 
at the center.  

c. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is the longest, goes the length of the Atlantic. The 
N. and S. Am plates are moving away from the Eurasian and African 
plates. 11,000 km from iceland to Antarctica 

d. Sea-floor rock and magnetic reversal 
i. Magnetic Reversal = The poles switch, N becomes S and vice versa 

1. Magnetic minerals in rock line up facing N or S, when the 
reversal happens the minerals then point the other direction in 
the rock until the next reversal (760,000 years ago) 
 

3. Continents split apart at divergent boundaries 
a. Magma rises up forming volcanoes, as the rift valley widens, continents can 

begin to split. 
b. A rift valley may fill with water over time, ex: Red Sea 
c. Great Rift Valley in Africa → Africn plate splitting apart 

 
4. Hot spots can be used to track plate movement 

a. Hot spots = heated rock which rises from the mantle creating volcanoes, 
far from plate boundaries 

b. Hot spots are used to track plate movement- speed and direction the plate 
is moving 

c. When the volcano becomes large enough it becomes an island 
i. Hawaiian island = pacific plate slowly moving over hot spot  

d. On land an example is Yellowstone, which is the middle of the N. Am plate 
and is moving southwest (SW). 


